The cellular mechanism of circadian rhythms--a view on evidence, hypotheses and problems.
A stable period length is a characteristic property of circadian oscillations. The question about whether higher frequency oscillators (0.5-8 hr) contribute to or establish the stable circadian periodicity cannot be answered at present. A sequential coupling of quantal subcycles appears possible on the basis of known "ultradian" oscillations. There is, however, no supporting evidence for such a concept. Phase response curves of the circadian clock derived from various perturbing pulses allow qualitative conclusions concerning the perturbed clock process. Deductions from computer simulations also allow conclusions about the phase of this oscillatory process. The distinction between processes (a) essential to the clock mechanism, (b) maintaining and controlling the clock (inputs) and (c) depending on the clock (outputs) on the basis of "oscillatory" and "change of psi or tau after perturbation" seems to be useful but not stringent. Protein synthesis may be an essential or input process. Oscillatory changes of this process may be due to periodic translational control or RNA-supply. Circadian changes in protein concentration and/or activity may depend on periodic synthesis, proteolysis, covalent modifications or aggregations. Specific essential proteins have not been identified conclusively. The large overlap between the group of agents and treatments that phase shift the clock and the group that induces stress proteins suggest that the latter may play a role in the controlling (input) or essential domain. The role of membranes in the clock mechanism is not clear: concepts assuming an essential function are based on circumstantial evidence. The membrane potential as well as Ca2+ may be involved in either input or essential function. Ca(2+)-calmodulin may also be important as concluded from inhibitor experiments. It is tempting to assume that a calmodulin-dependent kinase is part of a periodic protein phosphorylation process, yet it is not clear whether the periodic protein phosphorylation that has been observed is essential or is just another output process.